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Аpartment with several bedrooms in the living complex Bondis
in Bansko

Предложение №: 
276

Цена: 
118000 €

Площадь: 
155 м²

Цена за м²: 
761 €

Область: 
Blagoevgrad

Населенный пункт: 
Burgas

Тип недвижимости: 
Three-bedroom apartment

Вид недвижимости: 
Old construction (resale)

Этаж: 
4 floor

Количество спален: 
3

Количество санузлов (ванных): 
3

https://apartestate.com


Меблировка: 
Furnished

Расстояние до аэропорта: 
more than 50 km

Лифт: 
Ok

Отопление: 
heater / fireplace
electricity heating

Кухня: 
refrigerator
hot plates
oven
aspirator
dining table
chairs
hanging wall cabinets
kitchen countertop

Отдых и инфраструктура: 
bank
café
parking
playground
ski wardrobe

Планировка и помещения: 
balcony
utility rooms
garage
separate rooms
terrace

Местоположение: 
in the city
in the mountains

Недвижимость для: 
Year-round living

Специальные предложения: 
exclusive offer

Текст объявления: 

Sales of an apartment with several bedrooms in the living complex Bondis in the ski-resort
Bansko

A gorgeous large apartment with three bedrooms is offered for sale in the living complex Bondis in the
town of Bansko. 

The living complex is constructed in a typical Bansko architectural style. The combination of dark wood



with a light stone in the exterior design creates an impression of coziness and warmth. 

PVC windows protect from cold weather. The good and high-quality construction allows buying property
for permanent living, summer and winter vacations, rental.

The complex territory is surrounded with an azure metal fence and hides a beautiful green park. In the
living building, there is an elevator and a ski wardrobe. 

The complex has a convenient location close to the ski lift and 300 m away from the downtown.
The large supermarket is 500 m away, the bus station is at a distance of 1 km only.
In Bondis, we are happy to offer an apartment with views of the mountains. It is located on the 4th floor,
furnished and equipped with all the necessary housing appliances. All the furniture is modern and has
high quality. 

The pearl of the apartment is a living room with an area for kitchen and dining. In the center of this large
and light room there is a fireplace made per a special design. You can spend a good time here during
long winter evenings. 

Three bedrooms with mansard floors and three balconies create an incredible comfort and coziness of a
village cottage. For the comfort of the residents, there are three bathrooms in this large apartment. An
apartment is equipped with high-quality furniture and appliances. Mountain view.

The apartment price includes a parking lot. 

Low maintenance fee.
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